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COMPLETIONS  FOR A  CLASS
OF CONVERGENCE  GROUPS

G.  D.  RICHARDSON

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to show that the class of

abelian totally bounded regular convergence groups has "regular

completions".

For basic definitions and terminology concerning convergence spaces,

the reader is asked to refer to [6] and [7]. In a natural way one generalizes

the notion of a topological group to a convergence group. For a discussion

of the latter concept, we refer the reader to [5], and [4] in the limit space

setting.

All groups considered will be abelian, and the Hausdorff property will be

included in our use of regularity. An isomorphism from one convergence

group into another will be a homeomorphism and a group isomorphism.

As in the uniform convergence space setting [3], a convergence group is

called totally bounded whenever each ultrafilter is Cauchy.

In noncategory language, a complete regular convergence group (T, p, •)

is a regular completion of (S, q, ■) provided there is an isomorphism <f>

from (S, q, ■) onto a dense subset of (T,p, ■), which has the property that

for any complete regular convergence group (R, r, *) and continuous

homomorphism/from (S, q, •) onto (R, r, *), there is an extension g to

(T,p, •) such that g<f>=f, where g is a continuous homomorphism. As is

shown in [2], the latter property is always satisfied for Hausdorff topo-

logical completions.

Lemma 1 [8]. Let Abe a dense subset of a convergence space (S, q) and

let IF be an ultrafilter on S. There is an ultrafilter & on S containing A and

such that FfS^F (where F „'S denotes the filter generatedby the q-closures

of elements from S).

Proposition 2. Let (S, q, ■) be a regular convergence group. Then q

and rrq agree on q-Cauchy filters, where -nq denotes the pretopological

modification ofq.

Proof. Let ¿F be a ^-Cauchy filter on S and 7r^-converge to x. Then

T¿F!F~X ^-converges to the identity element and,  since F^FF~X is
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coarser than (Y Q¿F)(Y ̂y1, Yq¿F is £7-Cauchy. Since J5" 7r^r-converges to x,

then x is finer than Y,fF, and so x is an adherent point of Y^ZF. Hence J*"

^-converges to x.

Proposition 3. Let (S, q, •) be a regular, totally bounded convergence

group. Then (S, nq, ■) is a topological group.

Proof. From Proposition 2, q and nq agree on ultrafilters. Hence by

Theorem 2 of [I], -rrq XTrq=-n-(q xq), and so multiplication is continuous on

(S, nq, •). We have that (S, -nq, ■) is a convergence group, and by [5] it is

a topological group. Since it is Tx, it is also Hausdorff.

Theorem 4. Let (S, q, ■) be a totally bounded regular convergence

group. Then it has a regular completion.

Proof. Let (T,p, •) denote the Hausdorff topological completion of

(S, nq, •), with isomorphism <j>. Define r to be the finest convergence

structure on Pwith the following property : Y JJFX &r2 • ■ ■ ¿F'„) /--converges

to x e T, whenever x=xx x2 ■ ■ ■ x„, <f>S belongs-to each !Fk, and either

<^>~1S'k ^-converges to </>~1xk e S or !Fk is an ultrafilter which /»-converges

to xke T -<f>S.

By definition of r, if ÍF /--converges to x then it also /»-converges to x.

Further, from Lemma 1, p and r agree on ultrafilters and so r*j, = rr.

Hence (T, r, •) is compact regular and so complete.

Certainly <f> is continuous from (S, q, ■) into (T, r, •) and is also a group

isomorphism. Súpose that 'S is a filter on Tcontaining f>S and /--converging

to some x e <j>S. Then 'S is finer than some YJjFx !F2 ■ ■ ■ áF„)r\x. Since

each iFk either has the property that <fi~x!Fk ̂-converges or ¿Fk is an ultra-

filter, then <fr^k is <?-Cauchy; hence <f>~1(S is ^-Cauchy. Since 'S alsop-

converges to x, ^r1^ 7r^-converges to f>_1x, and so by Proposition 2

<7j-1^ ̂ -converges to x. Hence <p is an isomorphism.

The compatability of (T, ■) and r follows from the fact that (T,p, ■) is a

topological group. Finally, let / be a continuous homomorphism from

(S,q,-) into a complete regular convergence group (R,a,*); then

(YafS, no, *) is a compact Hausdorff topological group. Hence there is a

continuous homomorphism g from (T,p,-) into (R, na, *) such that

g<f>=f, and it follows easily that g is also a continuous homomorphism from

(T, r, ■) into (R, a, *).
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